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Sonia Gomes in her studio in São Paulo, Brazil.
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Mendes Wood DM, in 2011, and in 2015, she
was the only Brazilian artist included in the
Venice Biennale’s main exhibition, curated
that year by Okwui Enwezor. “I thought that
the Venice Biennale was going to be the apex
of my career and that the end of it was about
to follow,” Gomes said. “But to my surprise it
was only the start.”
After that, in 2018 came her first shows
at major museums in Brazil, at the Museu
de Arte de São Paulo and the Museu de Arte
Contemporânea de Niterói—and her star
has only continued to rise. Earlier this year,
she was included in the Gwangju Biennale
in South Korea and the Liverpool Biennial in
the United Kingdom, both of which included
examples from a series titled “Raízes”
(Roots), in which her fabric creations twist
and meld with found pieces of wood. Those
works, she said, “emerged from my desire to
experiment with new materials. The trunks
and roots I use were found at riversides.
They carry a sort of strength that only exists
in nature. It was challenging to integrate
something so inflexible into my work,

almost like a simultaneously dissonant
and complementary fusion between the
malleability of the fabric and the rigidity of
the trunk.”
For Gomes, it’s important to embrace
the opportunities that certain materials
provide: Wire is malleable, whereas wood
is rigid. Clothes can be cut and sewn—a
sleeve removed, a pant leg closed—and filled
with even more fabrics. “Cages,” she said,
“are a beautiful object, but I don’t like their
function, so the first thing I do is destroy
them.” Recently, her engagement of jute,
a rough fiber used in rope and twine that
figures in some of the works for her Pace
show, has proven “very challenging for me—
at the right moment.”
She continued, “I listen to the material so
I can hear what it has to say. The materials I
receive present qualities that challenge me
to deal with their own unique references.
Every weird and unusual material that
reaches me is a challenge.”
Though Gomes takes different
approaches to different shows, her practice

is free-flowing and organic when she’s
creating work. “My process has three pillars:
freedom, resistance, and courage,” she said.
“The process takes me to different places,
and I don’t allow myself to be confined by
rules. I’m often working on one project and
then have an idea that pulls me in another
direction, so I like to start several projects
at the same time, without the need to think
about what will eventually be exhibited
and where.”
Gomes explained further, “I start all the
works together, because one work talks
to another. It’s important to understand
what they are saying to each other. They
complete each other. The end of one work
is the beginning of another. Sometimes,
I’ll remove a part of a sculpture and put it
in another because it’s important to
connect them.”
It’s through this process that she comes
to understand the materials so she can
transform them and give them new life.
Then, the end point is clear. “The work looks
at me and says: ‘I’m ready.’”
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A Notable Showing
View of Sonia Gomes’s installation at the 2015 Venice Biennale, where she was the only Brazilian artist included in the main exhibition.

